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Abstract
We investigate the performance of TCP connections over
AIM networks without ATM-level congestion control, and
compareit to the performanceof TCP over packet-based networks. For simulations of congested networks, the effective
throughput of TCP over ATM can be quitelow when cellsare
dropped at the congested ATM switch. The low throughput
is due to wasted bandwidth as the congested link transmits
cells from ‘conupted’ packets, Le., packets in which at least
one cell is dropped by the switch. This fragmentation effect
can be corrected and high throughput can be achieved if the
switch drops whole packets prior to buffer overflow; we call
this strategy Early Packet Discard. We also discuss general
issues of congestion avoidance for best-effort traffic in ATM
networks.

1 Introduction
We investigatebasic questions of congestioncontrol for besteffort traffic in ATM networks. ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode)is the 53-byte cell-based transportmethod chosen
by ITU-TSS (formerly CCITT) for Broadband ISDN @3J.
AIM is also under developmentfor use in high speed LANs.
In the ATM context, best-effort trafficis data traffic that does
not have stringentreal-time requirements. It is called Available Bit Rate (AEJR) traffic in the PiIU Forum.’ Despite its
importance, few studies prior to this one have investigated
the performance of ATM for best-effort data traffic (exceptions are [C91, SC93,(33, HKM931).
SinceATM does not provideMedia Access Control, it has
b e e n a m e r n thatthethroughputwillbelowifan ATMnet*SunMicrosystems Inc, 2550 Garda Ave., MountainView, CA 94043.
tLawence Berkeley Laboratory, 1 Cyclotron Road, Berkeley, CA

94720. This work was supposed by the Dkector, mce of Energy Research,Scientific ComputingStaB, ofthe U.S. Department of Energy under
Contract No. DE-AC03-76SF00098.
‘The ATM Forum is an i n t d o n a l consoaiUm whose goal is to accelerate the use of ATM products and Services through the development of
interoperabilityspecifications and the promotion of industry cooperation.

work experiencesnetwork congestion; in fact there is already
evidence to this effect [C941. This paper uses simulation
studies to investigate the throughput behavior of TCP over
ATM for best-effort traffic when there is network congestion. First,we consider the throughput performance of TCP
over ATM without any additional AThUAAJAeve12 congestion control mechanisms such as hopby-hop flow control or
ATM-level rate-based traflic management. We compare this
TCP over plain ATM with the performance of Packet TCP,
TCP that is not over ATM and therefore is not fragmented
into cells by the link layerThe simulation results Comparing TCP over plain ATM
with Packet TCP show that the former can have arbitrarily
low throughput performance whereas Packet TCP has quite
good performance. We examine these results and explain the
dynamics causing the poor behavior. Based on this analysis,
we explore two simple control mechanisms: Partial Packet
Discard and Early Packet Discard. In Partial Packet Discard, if a ellis dropped from a switch buffer, the subsequent
cells in the higher layer protocol data unit are discarded. In
Early Packet Discard, when the switch buffer queues reach
a threshold level, entire higher level data units (e.g., TCP/IP
packets) are dropped. We find that Partial PacketDiscard improves pexformanceto a certain degreeand that Early Packet
Discard brings throughput perfomce to its optimal level.
This study is focused on the dynamics of TCP (Transport
Control Protocol) over ATM networks? Theperfonnanceof
TCP is important as the protocol is widely used in today’s
Internet and private networks [S94]. Although this study
is specific to TCP, the results are relevant to any packetbased protocol running over ATM. Thus the general results
apply to UDP (User Datagram Protocol), or to other transport
protocols such as DECnet [JR88], IPX, VMTP [C881, and
AppleTalk [SA0901.
Analysis of throughput behavior shows that the poor performance of TCP over plain ATM is caused by the fragmentation of TCP/IP packets at the ATM layer. When the
ATM switch drops a cell, the rest of the higher-level packet
is still transmitted,clogging the Congested link with useless
data Thus some additionalcontrol mechanism is required to
achieve acceptable performance for TCP in ATM networks.
Our simulationsalso show that for plain ATM smallerswitch
buffers, larger TCP windows, and larger TCP packet sizes
%e ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL) is the layer above the ATM layer
that adapts the fixed-sizeATM e l l to the next higher-level data unit, which
may be either signaling or user data [CCllT362, D93J.
3For the purposes of this paper, IP is relevant only in that it determines
the size of the higher level packet.
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can each reduce the o v d effective throughput.
This paper focuses on the specific traffic goal of achieving high throughput for TCP over A m . Several additional
goals of traffic management for best-effort traffic not under
consideration here include fairness, low average delay and
the control of misbehaving users. We assume the context of
fully supported Quality of Service, in Which besteffort aaffic is one of several traffic classes, each of which is handled
according to its respective service requirements.
Section 2 describes the experimental design. Sections 3,
4, and 5 discuss the simulation results for TCP over plain
ATM, for Partial Packet Discard, and for Early Packet Discard. Section 6 considers the use of additional congestion
control mechanisms along with Early Packet Discard, and
Section 7 discusses future work.

2 Simulation Set-up
This section describes the simulation environment. We compare simulations of TCP traffic over ATM networks with

simulationsof Packet TCP. The simulations use the network
topology shown in Figure 1.

n
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Senders

Figure 1: Simulation Scenario

A simple topology was chosen to make it easier to understand performance dynamics. Because a LAN environment
has fewer switches and connections have a shorter roundtrip
time, the congestion control issues are more straightfornard
than in a wide-area environment. To model a LAN environment, we used a propagation delay of 3 psec for each link.
Note that in this setting, the delay-bandwidth product is only
four cells.
Simulations were run with ten “bulk-data”TCP connections. The number 10 was chosen to represent a relatively
large number of simultaneous TCPs contendingfor the same
resources. Each TCP connection is assumed to have an in-
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finite supply of data. The simulation time was 15 seconds,
which is reasonably long, relative to the average roundtrip
time, and allows an aggregate transfer of more than 250 h4B
of data. In both thepacket switch and ATM switch, the output
ports use FIFO queuing.
All simulations were run for a range of values for the TCP
packet size, switchbuffer size, and TCP window size. Packet
sizes were chosen according to common link level maximum
transfer units @ITUS).The TCP packet size often used in
IP networks is 512 bytes; 1500 bytes is the packet size for
ethemet networks, 4352 bytes is for FDDI networks; and
9180 is the default for IP over ATM [A93]. Buffer size per
outputport ranges from 256 cells to 8000 cells. A buffer size
of loo0 or 2000 cells per port for a small switch (e.g., 16 - 32
ports) would not be considered unusual. TCP window size
uses common values of 8 kB, 16kB,32 kB,and 64 kB.
In the simulations of TCP over ATM, each TCP connection has its own Virtual Channel (VC), identiliedby a Virtual
Channel Identiiier (VCI) [CClTII50]. The link bandwidth
was setto 141.333Mbps, so that the cell transmissiontime for
a 53-bytecell is an integralnumber of microseconds(3 psec).
The ATM simulator is a modified version of one developed
by Lixia Zhang. The simulations for Packet TCP use a modified version of the REAL simulator &88], with extensive
enhancementsby Steven McCanne and Sugih Jamin FJ921.
Both simulatorsimplementthe same version of TCP based
on the 4.3-Tahoe BSD release [J88]. Briefly, there are two
phases to TCP’s window-adjustment algorithm. A threshold
is set initially to half the receiver’s advertised window. The
connection begins in slow-start phase, and the current window is essentially doubled each roundtrip time until the window reaches the threshold. Then the congestion-avoidance
phase is entered, and the current window is increased by
roughly one packet each roundtrip time. The window is
never allowed to increase to more than the receiver’s advertised window.
In 4.3-Tahoe BSD TCP, packet loss (a dropped packet)
is treated as a “congestion experienced” signal. The source
uses thefan retransnu?procedure to discover a packet loss:
if four ACK packets are received acknowledging the same
data packet, the source decides that apacket has been dropped
[S941. The sourcereacts to a packet loss by seaing the threshold to half the current window, decreasing the current window to one, and entering the slow-start phase. The source
also U s e s retransmrssion timers to detect lost packets.
To improve the performance of TCP in the high-speed
low-propagationdelay environment modeled in these simulations, we adjusted some parameters in TCP’s algorithm
for setting the retransmit timeout values. The current TCP
algorithms for measuring the roundtrip time and for computing the retransmit timeout are coupled [J88] and assume
a coarse-grained clock. We changed the clock granularity
for measuring the roundtrip time to 0.1 ms, and we changed
the initial values used to set the retransmit timeout. These
changes were necessary in order to explore the possible limi-

tations that ATM networksplace on the performanceof TCPstyle protocols. This exploration is not possible if simulation
results are dominated by the specificsof current implementa-

tionsofTCP.TCP'sretransrnittimeralgorithmsarediscussed

inmore detail in Appendix B.
The simulated ATM switch is based on a design by Bryan
Lyles kSB941. The switch modeled is a 16-port outputbuffered Batcher-banyan design. The switch architecture is
of a sufficiently general design that the performance results
are not architecturally dependent. In particular, the simulation results are not dependent on whether the switch is inputbuffered or output-buffered. In the simulated ATM switch,
the input cell queues are served in round robin fashion. In
one cell h e , a cell from each of two input port queues can
be queued onto the same output port. If the output buffer is
full, then only one of the two cells can be queued and the
other cell must be dropped. In this case, each of the two
contending cells has equal probability of being dropped.
For the simulations with Packet TCP, the router has an
output-bufferedswitch withaDropTail packetdroppingdiscipline. That is, when the output buffer overfiows, packets
arriving at the output buffer are dropped.

that is "good" in terms of the higher-layer protocol. That is,
the effective throughput does not include cells that are part
of a retransmission or an incomplete packet4
The simulations are shown for ten TCP connections, with
a maximum TCP window of 64 kB. The y-axis shows the
effective throughput as a fraction of the maximum possible effective throughput. On the z-axis is the switch output
buffer size'in kilobytes (ranging from 256 to 8000 cells).
Circles are shown in the plots at 256,1000,2000,5000, and
8000 cells. Different line types represent simulations with
different packet sizes?
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3 TCP over Plain ATM
It has been known for some time that packet fragmentation
can result in wasted bandwidth and packet retransmission
[I(M87]. Because the network might drop only one fragment
from a packet, "the loss of any one fragment means that the
resources expended in sending the other fragments of that
datagram are entirely wasted" W 8 7 , p.3921. In this section
we quantify the effect of fragmentation with simulationsof
TCPtraffic over plain ATM. Following sectionsdiscuss ways
to avoid wasted bandwidth.
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Figure 2 TCP over Plain ATM

Figure2 showseffective throughput as a function of switch
buffer size and TCP packet size for TCP over plain ATM. We
define the effective throughput or goodput as the throughput
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Figure 3: Packet TCP over Non-ATM Networks
Figure 3 showsthe simulation results for ten TCP connections with Packet TCP, for the same range of buffer sizes and
packet sizes usedin Figure 2. Comparing the two figures, it
is clear that TCP over plain ATM can have lower throughput
than Packet TCP. For the simulationswith Packet TCP, the
effective throughput is always at least 90%of the maximum
pqssible, while for simulations of TCP over plain ATM the
effective throughput can be as low as 34%:
Figure 2 shows that d e r switch buffers and larger TCP
packet sizes both reduce the effective throughput for TCP
over plain ATM. The TCP window size also affects TCP
throughput forplain ATM. Simulationswith the TCP window
ranging from 8 kB to 64kB [RF943 show a lower effective
throughput with larger windows. Simulations of TCP over
plain ATM with both five and ten TCP connections show that
the effective throughput is lower with a largernumberof TCP
connections W 4 1 .
As Figure 3 shows, the effective throughput for Packet
TCP is not greatly a f f d by either buffer size or packet
4Foc a packet that does not break down into an integer number of cells,
the effective throughput does not include bytes from the "padding" in the
last cen. See IC921 fcr proposals to reducebandwidth inefficienciesdue to
su& cell fragmentation.
SForthecaseofa256-cenbufferandpacketsizeof9180bytes,thedata
point is notshownbecauseresultsweresegregated. Segregation isdiscussed
in more d e d in Appendix k
6Althou& the simulationsin Figures 2 and 3 were m on different simulators, we have made substanlid effrrts to reduce secondary effectsin the
simulations that could obscurethe main dynamics. This is describedin more
detail in the appendices.

This does not mean that global synchronization cannot be
a significantproblem with TCP over plain ATM. For example, [KMp94]~eportsexperiments of one and two TCP connections iunning over a local-area A m network. The expgiments 'with a single TCP connection have high throughput, while the experiments with two TCP connectionshave a
sharply reduced throughput. Because these experiments use
productionTCP implementationswith coarse-grained timers,
global'synchronization followed by retransmission timeouts
could resultin significantlink idle time.
A third possible reason for low effective throughput, but
one that is.not a significant factor in our simulations, is that
the conga& link could retransmit packets that have already
been correctly received. With current TCP window adjustment algorithms, this can only occur when multiple packets
are dropped from 'one window of packets. In these ATM
LAN simulations, due to the congestion, windows generally
do not.become suffi&ently large for this to be a significant
problem.
The importance of network copfiguration parameters switch.buffer size, TCP packet size, and TCP window size
- might suggest that the fragmentation problem can be completely solved by appropriate configuration settings. However, these offer only partial solutions: large buffers can result in unacceptably long delay, and it is not always possible
to use small packetsin an internet environment. In addition,
the effect of small Windows, small packets, or large buffers
can be offset if the number of contending connections increases.

size. Similarly, aggregate effective throughput is high even
with many TCP connections or large TCP windows.

The following section explains these effects in detail.

3.1 Analysis
In this section we consider three possible causes for low effective throughput for TCP over A m . These are the delivery of inactive cells, link idle time, and the retransmission of
packets that have already been received..
The primary reason for the low effective throughput of
TCP over ATM in our simulations is that when cells are
droppedat the switch, the congested link transmitsother cells
from "corrupted" packets (that is, packets with at least one
cell dropped by the switch). In the absence of fragmentation,
this phenomenon does not occur in pgket TCP, where packets dropped at the switch are not transmitted ovq the congested link. This problem of lost throughput due to "dead"
cells transmitted on the congested link is made worse by
any fmor that increases the number of cells dropped at the
switch, such as small buffers, large TCP packets, increased
TCP window size, or an increase in the number of active
COMeCtiOIlS.
Larger packet sizes increase the number of wasted cells
that the congested link transmits when the switch drops a
single cell from one packet. In addition, the use of larger
TCP packets substantially increases the aggressiveness of
TCP's window increase algorithm, which in the congestion
avoidancephase increases the congestionwindow by roughly
one packet per roundtrip time. W e larger packet sizes
may be considered advantageous because they do not fragmentNetworkFiieSystem (NFS) packets (which defaultto 8
kB), and because some end-nodes can process larger packets
more cheaply than smaller packets [A93], large packets are
a performance disadvantage in a congested local-area ATM
network.
A secondary reason for the low effective throughput in
some of the simulations is that the congested link is occasionally idle. However, except for a few simulations with
very small buffers, where link idle time reached 20%of the
link bandwidth, the amount of link idle time was typically
close to zero.
The phenomenon of link idle time due to synchronization
of the TCP window adjustment algorithms has been studied for Packet TCP [SU=90]. This synchronization could
be exacerbatedin ATM networks, where cells from different
packets are usually interleaved at the switch, causing severaI
TCP connections to synchronize and go through slow-start
at roughly the same time. Link idle time can be affected
by details of the retransmit timer algorithms (discussed in
the Appendix). For the scenarios explored in this paper, this
global synchronizationis not a significant problem; connections recover fairly quickly from a dropped packet, and a
single connection with a small window is sufficient to keep
the congested linkhighly utilized.

4 ATM with Partial Packet Discard
Since the main problem with TCP over plain ATM is that
useless cells congest the link, an alternative strategy is for
the ATM switch to drop all subsequent cells from a packet
as soon as one cell has been dropped. In this paper we call
this strategy Partial Packet Discard (PPD). In [ a 3 1 this
strategy was called "selective cell discarding". In a different
context, [RRV93] proposes dropping subsequent packets of
video frames after the loss of a subsetof packets in the frame
invalidates the entire h e .
Implementing PPD would be quite straightforward with
AALS [AA93], an adaptation layer designed for data and
Standadkdby UXJ-TSS [ C C m 6 3 , ANSI911. PPD Could
be signaled on a per-VC basis. With Partial Packet Discard,
once the switch drops a cell from a VC, the switch continues
dropping cells from the same VC until the switch sees the
Am-layer-user-to-user (AVU) parameter set in the ATM
cell header, indicating the end of the AAL packet. The endof-packet cell (EOP) itself is not dropped. Because AALS
does not support the simultaneous multiplexing of packets
on a single VC, the AUU parameter can be used to identify
the end of a sequence of cells belonging to the same packet.
The implementationof Partial Packet Discard requires the
switch to keep additional per-VC state in order to recognize
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which VCs are using AAL5 and want to use PPD'this can be
established through ATM-level signaling. Also, the switch
must keep state on which VCs are currently having cells
dropped.

use exceeds a fixed threshold; in our simulationsthis threshold is set to half the buffer size. The switch drops the lirst
arriving cell and all subsequentcells of any incoming packet
belonging to a VC designated as using EPD. As long as the
buffer queue exceeds the fixed threshold, the switch continuis to drop packets from multiple connections. In terms

of the celldropping strategy, the ATM switch emulates a
packe&ased switch, dropping complete packets of cells.

200 ,
300
400
Switch Buffer Size (in kB)
Ten TCPs, 64 kB Windows, ATM. Early Packet Discard
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Figure4 shows the throughput results for simulationswith
PartialPacketDiscard,usingthesameconfigllrationasinprevious simulations. As Figure4 shows, the effective throughput is improved with PPD. Howevq, improvement is limited
because the switch begins to drop cells only when the buffer
overfiows. The first cell dropped by the switch might belong to a packet that contains queued cells or cells &&dy
transmitted on the congested link? nus,the congested link
can still transmit ti significant fraction of cells belonging to
corruptedpackets.

5 Early Packet Discard
Effective throughput for TCP over ATM can be much improved if the switch drops entire packets prior to bufferoverflow. This strategy, called Ear& Packet Discard,or EPD,
prevents the congested link from transmitting useless cells
and reduces the total number of corrupted packets. As with
Partial Packet Discard, EPD can be signaled on a per-VC
basis.
W
i
t
h Early Packet Discard, when an ATM switch drops a
cell from a designatedAAL3 connection,the switch drops all
of the cells in that -5
frame (i.e., packet). This is a violation of layering consistent with the growing trend towards
Application Layer Framing and Integrated Layer procesSing, which hold that "layering may not be the most effective
p. 2001.
modularity for implementation" [CT90,
In the implementation of EPD in our simulations, the
switchdrops packets whenever the proportion of the buffer in
'In our implementation of Partial Packet Discard,when the switch first

drops a cell, the switch does not Iookin the M e r for earlierceb that belong
to the same packes as such a search throughthe queue would be expensive

to implement in hardware.

100
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Figure 5: Early Packet Discard

Figure5 shows that except for very small buffer sizes, high
effective throughput is achieved for simulations using EPD.
The EFD mechanism does not require cooperation among
ATM switches, and does not rely on end-toend congestion
control to prevent uncontrolled buffer overfiows. Therefore
the benefits of EPD also apply with higher level protocols
such asUDP(UserDatagramProt0col) that don'tuseend-toend congestion control. However, becauseTCP's end-to-end
congestion control responds to a dropped packet by reducing its congestion window, TCP's congestion conml mechanisms act to-reducethe overall level of congestion in the
longer term. Thus EPD operates within shorter time scales,
whereas end-bend congestion control mechanisms are effective over a longer timeperiod.
In addition to keeping per-VC state, which is also required
with Partial Packet Discard, the implementation of EPD requires the switch to monitor the activebuffer queue size. The
difficulty of supportingEPD for a particular ATM switch depends on the details of the switch architecture; specifically,
whether the functions of queue monitoring and packet dropping can be located near each other in the hardware. This is
the case for many switches, making it relatively inexpensive
to implement EPD.
TCP over ATM with EPD shares many of the dynamics of
TCP in packet-switched networks. This includes a lack of
protection from misbehaving users, global synchronization
[ZC90], a bias against connections with longer roundtrip
times FJ921, and a bias against connections with multiple
contested gateways LF911. Early Packet Discard could have
an additional bias against connections with shorter packets.
If the congestion epoch is short and there are two active con-

nections, one with Smau packets and one with largepackets,
the switch is likely to find the beginning of one of the smaller
packetsfirst, andmight neverneed to drop cells from the connection with larger packets. These biases could be avoided
by using additional congestion control mechanisms, as discussed in Section 6.

need to be buffered; the G g e of packet sizes; and the interaction with ATM-level or transport-level congestion control
rnechamsms, In addition the amount of excess buffer capacity needed depends on how the buffer is shared with non-EPD
traffic. .
Dekknking the optimal value for the EPD threshold, that
is, the effectivebuffer size, is a separate question from deter&ning the optimal value for the excess buffer capacity. The
question of the optimal effective buffer size depends on the
context (e.g., LAN or WAN,tradeoffs between throughput
and delay, non-EPD traffic, etc.), and is beyond the
of

5.l Preliminq I n v ~ t i g a t i on
o ~Setting the
EPD Threshold
The goal of EPD is to prevent frequent buffer overflows by
droppingcompletepackets before the buffer fills, rather than
preventing all buffer ovexflows. Occasionalbuffer overfIows
do not have serious negative effects on performance.
The EPD threshold essentially functions as the efective
buffer size. The excess bufler capucily, the buffer in excess
of the EPD threshold, is used to accommodate cells fkom
outstanding packets, those fkom which cells have already
been aansmitted on the link. Consider an ATM network
where the largest packet (i.e., AALS unit) contains m cells.
If cells from different packets were never interleaved, then
it would be sufficient to have an e x m s buffer capacity of m
cells.
For the samesimulationscenarioshownin previousfigures
(i.e., 64 kB windows, 10 TCPs, and infinite traffic source
model) Figure 6 plots effective throughput as a function of
the excess buffer capacity, measured in numbers of packets.
Here the EPD threshold, and thus the effective buffer size,
is set to loo0 cells. The actual buffer size is set to loo0
cells plus a small multiple (from 1to 5) of the packet size m.
Different line types show the simulation results.fordifferent
packet sizes. As Figure 6 shows, the effective throughput
drops below 90% only in those simulations where the excess
buffer capacity is less than 3m cells. Simulations with an
effective buffer size of 2000 cells show similar results.
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6 . Earlv Packet Discard with Other
.ATM Congestion Control Mecha.
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Although the EPD mechanism achieves high effective
throughput for TCP or other best-effort traffic over ATM
networks, it does not address other traffic management mncems. Issues that may warrant further controlmechanismsat
the ATM level include controlling average delay for delaysensitive best-effort traffic (e.g., tehet traffic), providing
more stringentfairnessrequirements, protecting against misbehaving users, and reducing packet drops. This section
considers how EPD might be used in conjunction with other
ATM control mechanisms.
One possible way to achievegreater traffic controlis to incorporateEPD with a RED gateway strategy. Random Early
Detection (RED) gateway mechanisms FJ93] are designed
to maintain a low average .queue size in cooperation with
end-to-endcongestion controlmechanisms. If EPD and RED
mechanisms were used together, the ATM switch would have
two sepmtequeue thresholdsfor two separatepurposes. The
EPD threshold, which would be fairly high, would be used so
that the switch could drop complete packets of cells before
being forced by a buffer overflow to drop partial packets of
cells. The RED threshold,which would be lower, is a threshold for the average queue size. When the average queue size
indicates persistent congestion, the switch would begin to
inform sourm to use their end-toend flow control mechanisms to reduce the load on the network
Two traffic management schemes for best-effort traffic
are currently under development by the ATM Forum Traffic Management working group. One scheme is a feedback
control scheme to operate at the ATM level, similar in Mme to DECbit and TCP. In this scheme, the ATM-level
source adjusts its sending rate in response to congestion indications from the ATM switches. Early versions appear in
W91, N931. By incorporating EPD mechanisms, feedback
control schemes could be more tolerant of occasional cell
loss, and could be designed to focus more heavily on other
traffic management goals.
The second proposal under investigation in the ATM Fo-

I

Figure 6 Effective Throughput vs. Excess Buffer Capacity
Further work is needed to investigate the desired excess
buffer capacity for more diverse scenarios. A number of
factors are relevant, including the duration of the congestion
epoch; the proportion of the incoming cells during the congestion epoch that belong to outstanding packets, and thus

6

nun is a hopby-hop credit-based strategy KC!34, S911. This
proposal is based on the goal of avoiding celldrops by allowing a VC to transmit cells on alink only when it is known that
sufficientbuffer capacity is available at the receiving switch.
Given such a goal, EPD mechanisms would have little relevance. However, with the mempry-sharing modifications
that have been developed to adapt the hopby-hop proposal
to a wide-area environment [KBC94], problems could result
if besteffort VCs receiving high bandwidth suddenly have
their throughput reduced as a result of downstream congestion. In this case, the addition of Em) mechanisms to drop a
packet of cells from stalled connections could free up valuable memory, and at the same time provide early notification
of wng&tion to the TCP source. Mechanisms similar to
those in FCH941 could be explored to implement EPD for
A l l 4 Switches with W-Vdbuffers.

7 ConcIusions and Future Work
As we have shown in this paper, TCP can perform poorly

over plain ATM, primarily due to fragmentation. This situation is ameliorated by larger switch buffers and smaller
sized TCP packets. Partial Packet Discard improves performance to someextent. However, the problem can be obviated
by Early Packet Discard, which is easily implemented with
many switch designs.
For ATM networks with occasional transient congestion,
PPD may be an adequate method to provide.high effective
throughput. Further investigations of PPD and Em) strategiesin differenttrafficenvironmentsand with differentATMlevel congestioncontrol mechanisms would be of .interest.
Also it would be useful to explore further &.behavior of
both mechanisms in an environment of multiple switches
and a large number of VCs.
Of course,if ATM best-effort service is defined to require
then EPD is of little relevance.
a cell-loss me below
An important issue to consider is whether elimination of cell
loss is desirable for best-effort traffic, which typically uses
modem transportprotocols such as TCP that have congestion
control mechanisms at the transport layer. Currently such
aansportprotocols rely on packet drops as the indication of
congestion in the network If packets are not dropped, the
aansportprotocol willnot beable exercisecongestion control
and may behave problematically. Further investigation of
these issues is needed.
This work has pointed toward severaI minor ways that
TCP may be changed to accomodatenative ATM. Fmt,because ATM networks should not reorder or duplicate cells,
TCP connections transmitted over & - A m networks do not
necessarily have to wait for three duplicate ACKs to reliably
infer a dropped packet. For TCP umnections whose entire
path is over ATM networks, changing the duplicate ACK
threshold to one can improve performance by reducing the
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reliance on the retrangnit timer:
Another change in TCP that would accomodate ATM
would be todynamicallyvary the packet size. Smallerpacket
s k could be used in LANs, where the advantages of larger
packep are not as great,and where a less-aggressive window
increase algorithm is appropriate.
A further change to TCP that would facilitate interactions
with AT-level congestioncontrolmechanismswould be for
TCP congestion control mechanisms to respond to explicit
indications of congestion, in addition to using packet drops
as indicationsof congestion. We are currently exploring such
modificationsto TCP? -
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A SimulationDetails
We used two differentsimulatorsfor these experiments, one
for the simulations of Packet TCP, and another for the simulations of TCP over A m . Neither simulator is capable of
running both kinds of SimUIatiOns.~
Occasionally in-simulationsone or more connections can
be starved out (prevented from attaining any bandwidth by
the other connections). This phenomenon, called segregation, has been explained in relation to phase effectsin FJ921.
In order to avoid these phase effects the simulations in this
paper add a small random component to the roundhip time
for each packet [FJ92]. In addition, both the Packet TCPand
the ATM simulations includean added tehet connectionthat
uses less than 1% of the link bandwidth. The tehet connection further offsets phase effects by sending short packets at
random times.
In the Packet TCP simulations,the link speed ranges from
141.176 Mbps to 141.528 Mbps, depending on the packet
size. This gives a packet transmission time that is an integer
number of microseconds, ranging from 29 psec for a 512byte packet to 520 psec for a 9180-byte packet.

B TCP Retransmit Timers
The clock granularity for TCP can comibute to poor TCP
performancein ahigh-speed low-propagationdelay environment with ATM. In TCP, the retransmission timer is set as
a function of the roundtrip time. The minimum value for
the retransmit timer is twice the TCP clock tick, where the
TCP clock tick refers to the gfanularity of the clock used for
measuring the TCP roundtrip time. If a retransmitted packet
is itself dropped,an exponentialbackoff is triggered.

In the TCPTahoerelebe, the clock granularity is typically
300-500 msec; this clock granularity can be too coarse for the
high-speedlow-propagationdelay ATM environment. With
a clock granularity of 300 msec, when a TCP packet is
dropped due to congestion, the retransmit timer gets set to a
relatively large value, compared to the actual roundtrip time.
For the simulations reported here, we set the TCP clock
granularity to .1msec, which workedreasonably well for this
environment.10 Because the algorithms for setting the retransmit timer assume a somewhat coarse granularity for the
TCP c l ~ krelative
,
to the measured roundtrip times, simulations with the clock granularity set to 1psec result in spurious
retransmissions.
To further explore the effects of clock granularity, we ran
simulationsof Early PacketDiscard with the TCP clockgranularity set to 300 msec instead of 0.1 msec. For simulations
with mild congestion, the effective throughout is still high,
but there can be extreme unfairness, with several COMWtions caught inexponential backoff while other connections
receive most of the bandwidth. For simulations with severe
congestion, a TCP clock granularity of 300 msec results in
lower effective throughput.
However, the clock granularity may not be of critical importance in state-of-the-art and future TCP implementations,
which rely less on the retransmit timer. For example, one
result of TCP Reno’s reduced use of the slow-start procedure
[S94] is a reduced reliance on the retransmit timer. Newer
TCP implementationswith Reno-style congestioncontrol algorithms are becoming widely available. Also, the use of intelligent congestion detectionmechanismsin switches would
reduce TCP’s reliance on retransmit timers. Further, with
congestion detection mechanisms such as those in RED algorithms, C O M ~ C ~ ~ Othat
~ S use only a small hction of the
link bandwidth are unlikely to have packets dropped at the
switch or gateway. In this case, packets are less likely to be
dropped ffom connections with small windows, where the retransmit timer rather than the fast retransmitprocedure might
be required for recovery.

C Packet Retransmission Rates
In the simulationsof TCP over KIM with EPD, the effective
throughput is generally high; the only exceptions are simulations where the buffer contains only a few packets worth
sion rate can be
of cells. Nevertheless, the packet retrang~lls
high even when the effective throughput is close to optimal.
Figure 7 showsthe cell loss ram for Simulationswith TCP
overplainATM.Figwes 8,9, and 10showthepacketretransm’ission rates for simulationswith TCP over plain A m , TCP
over ATM with EPD,and Packet TCP. The switch buffer size
‘OInaddition,weadjustedtimeconstantsfcainitialvaiuesofthere~t
timer, so that if the first packet of a connection is dro&
the retransmit
timer is 0.2seconds. Westaggered the start timesof the various connections
to reduce the probability of having the netwcck drop the first packets of a
connection,thereby reducing the impact of initial values of the retransmit
timer.
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